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1.1   General moodboard 
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1.2 Style guide 

1.2.1 Color palette 

 

ENVIRONMENT 

The colour palettes remain the same over the entire game, each level/environment has a neutral 

blueish-grey colour.  

 
 
To bring some more life to the scene there is use of 2 accent colours. Some elements, ea. Flowers, 
crystals, etc. should use these 2 colours. 
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CHARACTER 
It’s a 2-player co-op game, so each player should be easily distinguishable. Therefor each character 
has the inverted colour palette of the other. The Light player uses very bright colours as oppose to 
the Dark one. These high contrasted palettes help them to stand out from the background. 

 

 

Even though the dark player uses black, it’s not full black, otherwise it looks evil. Even though it’s a 
“dark” player, it’s not evil. Light and Dark are nor good nor bad. Same goes for the red, it has a pink-
ish tone to it. 
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ENEMIES 

 

Enemies on the Dark and Light side inherit respectively the colours from the characters. But with an 
extra accent colours of the opposing side.  

 

1.2.2 Shapes 

The overall feel of the shapes should be big and easy to read; this is because the camera is rather 
zoomed out of the playfield. Doing this while keeping a low poly feel.  

The players should be build top heavy and with more smooth/rounded curves. These curves should 
convey some sort of flow, for example hair of a scarf could do the trick. 

 

Enemies will be made up from big shapes but with smaller details. Furthermore, these shapes will be 
sharper and spikey.  
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The environment should also incorporate these big shapes, even exaggerate the ‘bulkiness’ a bit. 
They should mostly be made up from straight lines but alternating with crooked ones. This is be-
cause our environment should look broken and in ruins. No small details either. 
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1.2.3 Proportions 

Due to the camera position the game has a top down feel. So, the characters should be well reada-
ble from the top, but also from the side. 

 

 

As mentioned before, the character should be top heavy. So, most of the interesting shapes should 
be in the upper body, because we’ll be seeing that the most. Furthermore, the limbs should be thin 
compared to the body. This way the weapons they’ll be holding can be read easily. 
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The environment should be 2.5-3 times taller than the player. The regular enemies should be half 
the player size up to the same size as the player. Possible boss enemy should be twice the players 
size. The pick up is the smallest, maximum half the player size. 
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1.2.4 Style 

Our main references in game are going to be endless and timeless fantasy arenas/platforms happen-
ing in space somewhere in between the worlds/eternity in a low poly setting. Both characters styles 
are based on their power whether they control light or dark powers. One of the main importance 
choices of style of our game is constant use of particles whether its for attacks or environment: 

- Minimalistic/low poly 

- Very slight textures to show bevels 

- Fantasy arena 

- After world 

- Stylized/Angular (not cartoony) 

- Lots of particles (attacks, environment) 

 

- An example of typical arena level in middle of nowhere 
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1.2.5 Texture/shading 

TEXTURE 

We are going for low poly (or exceptionally mid poly) with clear shapes and slight texture already, 
not necessary in all objects although. The texture should appear only on very defined objects/ char-
acter and key props, then on typical props that have very sharp parts or have engraving/carving that 
would cause too much “polywaste”. We are using only diffuse maps and transparency maps, no 
normal maps. 
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 SHADER 

The only shaders our game is using are the ones working as a guide to player to distinguish which 
characters and enemies possess light or dark powers, or which ones are they weak against. They 
work as a pure light/dark colour material which is outlined by light blue/red-ish pink and maybe has 
an extra halo on top of that of the same colour. 

In game screenshot at this moment in comparison with last drawings (wolves are Tim’s drawing) 
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1.2.6 Lighting 

Despite our game being focused on Light and Dark aspect of our players, the typical/visual light stays 
untouched and highlights the important areas which player should encounter with (a portal for ex-
ample). Our overall tone atmosphere however stays rather dark at this moment. The moment White 
player is winning the background turns lighter, once dark player is taking over, so does that darken 
the background, which is used to guide player as who is winning.  
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1.2.7 Special effects 

 

Our game is using lots of particle systems already at this point and we are still planning to add more. 
Our particles are striving more for realism rather than cartoony style. Here are some key particles 

FOG 

We have white and dark fog, which was previously used as a mechanic, now it’s being kept as a pure 
visual effect to add more depth to the game. It is 3x3 custom animation set done by me to have a 
natural feeling, starts of slow. Here is a sped-up version of the fog from previous build. 
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MOVING - Dash and Visibility Particle 

 

 

During the entire game, whether player is dark or light, it keeps slight track behind the player as orig-
inal our game was stealth fight game and it was easy to lost track of your own player- 

Then there is the Dash movement which is strong square-ish particle that also follows the player 
when player decided to activate it via button.  

 

Charge beam particle 

A visual feedback on beam being charged and energetic balls merging together while finding the tar-
get. After its release the Beam activates into a huge blast. Colour corresponding to the player.  
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ATTACKS - SLASH PARTICLE 

 

 

Slash attack particles are images projected onto flat circular mesh with either additive or multiply 
effect. We want our player to feel the direction and area of the attack he is using. With dash (later 
on) this attacks area can be bigger and visually the slash is bigger as well.  

 

Bleach’s Getsuga was one of the first things we had in mind when discussing Slash attack. 

 

PLAYER FEEDBACK 
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1.2.8 Composition 

This is how the screen is going to look. The camera zooms in and out, depending on how far the 
players are from each other. (Of course there will be a limit to this). The UI will always be on the top 
and contains the players’ health and energy. In the middle on the top will be the enemy counter. 

 

 

Concerning the fore-, mid- and background; The foreground will always be on the bottom, the edge 
of the level (because as showed before, the level is a floating platform). Midground will be the play-
able area with all the pick ups and enemies. And lastly the background will only be containing a sky-
box. 
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1.2.9 Painted game screenshot 

With above decisions and Composition in mind, update the mockup in your pitch document! Paint a 
new in game screenshot of your game the way it should look in total. So, paint a different one than 
the mockup you had to finish earlier, but you can use this as a comparison base and learn which as-
pects you didn’t think through when creating the first mockup. 
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1.2.10 HUD an UI mockup 

 

 

v 
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1.2.11 Reference asset 
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1.3 Content 

Asset list 

CHARACTERS: 

 Character 1 (player light) : Model, UV’s, texture, rig, skinning, animations (idle, run, dash, 
beam, sword attack, knockback), export. 

 Character 2 (player dark): Derived from Character 1: only difference is another texture. 

 (Possible expansion: 2 more player characters: same work as the one above.) 

 Character 3 (enemy 1 light): Model, uv, 2 textures, rig, skinning, animation (move, attack), 
export 

 Character 4 (enemy 1 dark): Derived from Character 4: only difference is another texture. 

 Character 5 (enemy 2 light): Model, uv, 2 textures, rig, skinning, animation (move, attack), 
export 

 Character 6 (enemy 2 dark): Derived from Character 5: only difference is another texture. 

 Character 7 (enemy 3 light): Model, uv, 2 textures, rig, skinning, animation (move, attack), 
export 

 Character 8 (enemy 3 dark): Derived from Character 7: only difference is another texture. 

 

 

STATIC PROPS: 

 Static Prop 1 (Plane): Model, UV’s, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 2 (Pillars): ver a,b,c,d model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 3 (Bridges): ver a,b,c, model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 4 (Walls): ver a,b,c, model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 5 (Crystals): ver a,b,c,d model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 6 (Shrine platform): ver a, model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 7 (Gates): ver a,b, model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 8 (Runes): ver a,b,c, model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 9 (Fire cauldron): model, UVS, textures, export. 
 Static Prop 10 (Tile mesh ground): model, export. 
 Dynamic prop (Interactive Stone): Model, UV’s, textures, Rig, skinning, animation a, export. 
 Dynamic prop (Clock???/Tower): Model, UVS, textures, rig, skinning ,animation, export. 
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FX 

 Particles 1 (Dash) 
 Particles 2 (Fog):  animation sheet. 
 Particles 3 (Beam): model, textures. 
 Particles 4 (Charge Beam) 
 Particles 5 (Slash Attack): model, textures a,b. 
 Particles 6 (Bleeding): textures a,b. 
 Fire  
 Enemy spawn gate effects 

 
OTHER 
 

 Start menu 

 Loading screen 

 Inventory screen... 
 Pauze menu 
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1.4 Technical consequences 

1.4.1 Modelling and texturing rules 

Keep the number of polys to a minimum, we really want to capture the low poly feeling. So, if you 
can get the same result and impression with lesser poly’s, go for it.  

The camera is relatively far away from the players, so go for a 512x512 texture if possible, 
1024x1024 could be used on the biggest shapes in the levels. Going lower is no problem either of 
course, for example a pick up could easily be done with 256x256 if needed. 

1.4.2 Naming convention 

Animation: A_AnimationName 

Effect: E_EffectName 

Material: Mat_MaterialName 

Mesh: M_MeshName 

Texture: T_TextureName 


